In recent years, luminous X-ray outbursts with variability amplitudes as high as ≈ 400 have been serendipitously detected from a small number of active and inactive galaxies. These outbursts may result from the tidal disruptions of stars by supermassive black holes as well as accretion-disk instabilities. In order to place the first reliable constraints on the rate of such outbursts in the Universe and test the stellar tidal disruption hypothesis, we have performed a systematic and complete survey for them by cross-correlating ROSAT All-Sky Survey (RASS) and pointed PSPC data. We have detected five galaxies that were in outburst during the RASS, three of which show no signs of nuclear activity; these objects had been reported on individually in previous studies. After making reasonable corrections for the complicated selection effects, we conclude that the rate of large-amplitude X-ray outbursts from inactive galaxies in the local Universe is ≈ 9.1 × 10 −6 galaxy −1 yr −1 . This rate is consistent with the predicted rate of stellar tidal disruption events in such galaxies. When only the two active galaxies are considered, we find a rate for active galaxies of ≈ 8.5 × 10 −4 galaxy −1 yr −1 . In order to place tighter constraints on these rates, additional outbursts must be detected.
Introduction
The detection of large-amplitude X-ray outbursts originating from inactive and active galactic nuclei (AGN) has generated considerable interest. These outbursts have variability amplitudes up to a factor of ≈ 400, decay over periods of months to years, often exceed outburst X-ray luminosities of 10 43 -10 44 erg s −1 , and usually have extremely soft X-ray spectra. Possible mechanisms considered to explain these events include (1) the tidal disruptions of stars by supermassive black holes, (2) accretion-disk instabilities, and (3) the X-ray afterglows of gamma-ray bursts (e.g., Komossa & Bade 1999 and references therein). Many of the outbursts detected thus far are best explained by the stellar tidal disruption scenario. In addition, at least one of these outbursts appears to be consistent with the disruption of a brown dwarf or giant planet (Li, Narayan, & Menou 2002) . A typical inactive galaxy is expected to undergo a tidal disruption event as often as every ≈ 10 4 -10 5 yr (e.g., Magorrian & Tremaine 1999) . The resulting emission from such an event should peak in the extreme ultraviolet or soft X-ray band, and it should decline over a period of roughly several months (e.g., Gurzadyan & Ozernoy 1980; Rees 1990) . Of course, the observable effects of these events remain fairly uncertain due to the complexity of the disruption and subsequent accretion processes; an alternate spectral distribution in which significant emission is radiated in the optical band has been investigated by Loeb & Ulmer (1997) . Sembay & West (1993) predicted that at least several hundred and perhaps as many as several thousand tidal disruption events should have been detected during the ROSAT All-Sky Survey if a substantial fraction of galaxies contain supermassive black holes (SMBHs) of masses 10 7 -10 8 M ⊙ ; investigations of correlations between central black hole mass and bulge properties suggest that the latter is true (e.g., Ferrarese & Merritt 2000; Gebhardt et al. 2000) . Detecting and understanding these events will aid in determining the importance of the stellar tidal disruption process in the fueling of SMBHs and may also lead to a better understanding of accretion-disk instabilities (e.g., Siemiginowska, Czerny, & Kostyunin 1996; Burderi, King, & Szuszkiewicz 1998) . X-ray outbursts could also be related to the creation of double-peaked emission lines in AGN (e.g., Syer & Clarke 1992; Eracleous et al. 1995; Storchi-Bergmann et al. 1997 ) and nuclear outbursts seen at other wavelengths (e.g., Cappellari et al. 1999; Renzini et al. 1995) .
The first large-amplitude X-ray outburst was detected in the galaxy E1615+061 using HEAO-1 and EXOSAT (Piro et al. 1988) .
5 All subsequent X-ray detections have been made using data from ROSAT . ROSAT was especially sensitive in the soft (0.1-1.0 keV) band where the emission from these outbursts is expected to be strong, and it covered ≈ 20% of the sky at least twice. Because constant monitoring of the X-ray sky or the comparison of at least two observations are the only ways to detect long-lived outbursts, ROSAT provided an excellent means by which large-amplitude X-ray outbursts could be found and investigated.
Of those galaxies caught undergoing X-ray outbursts, only E1615+061, IC 3599 (Brandt, Pounds, & Fink 1995; Grupe et al. 1995a) , and WPVS 007 (Grupe et al. 1995b ) showed signs of nuclear activity prior to or after the outburst. E1615 + 061 is a Seyfert 1, IC 3599 is a Seyfert 1.9 (Komossa & Bade 1999) , and WPVS 007 is a Narrow-line Seyfert 1 (NLS1). NGC 5905 (Bade, Komossa, & Dahlem 1996) , RX J1242.6 − 1119 (Komossa & Greiner 1999) , RX J1420.4 + 5334 (Greiner et al. 2000) , and RX J1624.9 + 7554 (Grupe, Thomas, & Leighly 1999) have optical spectra that show no signs of nuclear activity. Both NGC 5905 and RX J1624.9 + 7554 are spiral galaxies; the former is classified as an HII-type. RX J1242.6 − 1119 is a pair of elliptical or early spiral galaxies likely to be interacting, and RX J1420.4 + 5334 is also an elliptical or early spiral galaxy. It is likely that these four galaxies harbor otherwise dormant SMBHs that became active in the X-ray band only following transient fueling events.
The X-ray outbursts detected thus far were found either (1) serendipitously through X-ray and optical follow-up observations of galaxies or unidentified objects with soft X-ray spectra and other interesting properties, or (2) serendipitously from ROSAT fields pointed at different targets. In order to place reliable constraints on the number of such outbursts that occur in the Universe, more systematic and complete surveys must be performed. Here we present the results of such a survey. By cross-correlating ROSAT All-Sky Survey (RASS) and pointed observations, we have identified all ROSAT sources at high Galactic latitudes that (1) were in outburst during the six-month RASS and that (2) had count rates or upper limits a minimum factor of 20 lower in pointed observations taken before or after the RASS. We use the results of this survey to set the first reliable constraints on the frequency of large-amplitude X-ray outbursts in the Universe. These constraints allow comparison with tidal disruption predictions such as those of Magorrian & Tremaine (1999) , and they also allow assessment of the ability of Chandra, XMM-Newton, and future missions to identify additional outbursts of this type. We note that Komossa & Dahlem (2001) performed a similar survey for the nearby galaxies in the Ho, Filippenko, & Sargent (1995) sample, and did not detect any additional large-amplitude X-ray outbursts. This work differs from ours in that X-ray outbursts were looked for only from previously known, nearby galaxies, whereas our survey looks for variability from all RASS sources.
Throughout this paper, values of H 0 = 75 km s −1 Mpc −1 and q 0 = 0.5 have been assumed. Galactic column densities have been taken from either Heiles & Cleary (1979) or Stark et al. (1992) as appropriate.
The Survey

Definition of the Survey
For the purpose of this survey, we define "large-amplitude X-ray outbursts" to be events in galaxies or quasars that cause their count rates to vary by a minimum factor of 20 in the 0.1-2.4 keV ROSAT energy band. A minimum variability factor of 20 was chosen because the X-ray emission of AGN is known to vary by factors up to ≈ 10-15 through the "normal" processes at work in them; we want to discriminate against "normal" AGN variability. In some extreme cases, moderately obscured AGN (e.g., Seyfert 1.5, 1.8 and 1.9 galaxies) can vary by factors of ≥ 20 in the soft X-ray band due to changes in the amount of absorption along the line of sight (e.g., the Seyfert 1.5 galaxy NGC 3516; see Guainazzi, Marshall, & Parmar 2001 and references therein) . This behavior is not likely to be related to the X-ray outbursts that are the focus of this study, and below we shall discriminate against such objects to the greatest extent possible using optical classification information, X-ray spectral information, and the observed variability characteristics. While this introduces an element of subjectivity into our study, obscured objects with possible absorption changes are fortunately not a major source of confusion; only one such object was found in our survey, and it is discussed in more detail in §3.1.2. For the purpose of excluding the most X-ray luminous young supernova remnants and X-ray binaries from our survey (e.g., Schlegel 1995; Makishima et al. 2000) , we have also defined a minimum outburst X-ray luminosity threshold of 1 × 10 41 erg s −1 .
In this survey, we focus solely on galaxies and quasars that were detected in outburst during the six-month RASS and that were either detected or undetected in their low states in pointed ROSAT observations preceding or following the RASS. We have chosen to focus on this sample because the sensitivity of the typical pointed observation greatly exceeds that of the typical RASS observation. The pointed observations can therefore be used more effectively than the RASS observations to determine the low count rates and upper limits of these objects in quiescence.
We chose to search catalogs of the Position Sensitive Proportional Counter (PSPC) pointed data, and not the data taken with the High Resolution Imager (HRI), because the observations with the former cover ≈ 18% of the sky while those with the latter cover only ≈ 2% of the sky. Our search of the cataloged PSPC observations was limited to radii ≤ 50 ′ from the center of the PSPC field. The point spread function of a source whose central position is located outside of this radius extends beyond the detector's area, causing counts to be lost. For PSPC observations centered ≤ 3 ′ apart, we searched only the field with the highest exposure time. While the addition of several PSPC fields is possible, the catalogs of pointed sources used in our cross-correlations do not utilize such added fields. Our sensitivity was therefore determined by the most sensitive observation in a given area of sky. The effect of this selection strategy is negligible as most of the ≈ 700 overlapping fields removed have exposure times that are significantly lower than those of the longest exposures in each of these fields. Due to the high absorption column density and large number of confusing sources in the Galactic plane, we do not consider in our survey the region of the sky from Galactic latitudes of −30
• to +30
• .
6 All large-amplitude X-ray outbursts to date have been found outside this region of sky. We have also removed from our survey 138 PSPC fields whose 0.2-2.4 keV background count rates are greater than 1.4 × 10 −3 cts s −1 arcmin −2 ; these fields have reduced sensitivities due to their higher backgrounds, and their inclusion would introduce significant additional dispersion into the detection thresholds. With all of the above restrictions taken into account, our survey has searched N p = 1617 pointed PSPC fields to radii of 50 ′ , a sky coverage of ≈ 9%. The mean and median exposure times of the fields searched are 8373 s and 5995 s, respectively. These should be compared with a typical RASS exposure time of ≈ 500 s.
We have compared observations taken during the six-month RASS (in 1990-1991) with both the small number of pointed PSPC observations taken during the months preceding the RASS and the large number of pointed PSPC observations taken during the ≈ 4 yr following the RASS, thus probing timescales ranging from months to years. Assuming that largeamplitude X-ray outbursts decline over periods of months to years, nearly all bright outbursts that occurred from the ≈ 6 months preceding the RASS to the end of the ≈ 6 month period of the RASS should be identifiable as outbursts if pointed data at their positions are available.
Methods and Analysis
X-ray Cross-Correlations
To detect large-amplitude X-ray outbursts, we have cross-correlated the ROSAT All-Sky Survey Bright Source Catalogue (RASSBSC; Voges et al. 1999 ) with both The 2nd ROSAT
Source Catalog of Pointed Observations with the PSPC (ROSPSPCCAT)
7 and The WGA Catalog of ROSAT Point Sources (WGACAT; e.g., Angelini et al. 2000) .
We began by searching for objects that were detected in both the RASS and pointed observations. For each RASS source, we first determined whether the source was located within the inner 50 ′ of a pointed PSPC observation. If a pointed observation at the source location was available, the source's offset from the center of the field was measured, and an appropriate search radius was determined. The positional error of ROSAT PSPC sources increases as the off-axis angle increases. We used a search radius which varied linearly from 40 ′′ on-axis to 80 ′′ at an off-axis angle of 50 ′ (Micela et al. 1996; Boese 2000; F. G. Boese, in preparation; M. Corcoran & S. Snowden 2002, private communication) .
8 For each RASS source, we then searched both the ROSPSPCCAT and WGACAT catalogs for sources within the appropriate search radius of the RASS position whose count rates differed from the RASS count rate by a minimum factor of 10. Although our survey itself is constrained to sources with factors of variability of 20 or greater, we manually examined all sources with factors of variability above 10, so as not to miss sources variable by a factor ≥ 20 whose catalog count rates were slightly incorrect. Both the RASS and pointed vignetting-corrected count rates were calculated directly from the data using the Asterix package (Allan & Vallance 1995) to ensure that all measurements were uniform. The individual analysis of all candidates was necessary to avoid problems such as the shadowing of sources by the entrance window supports, catalog errors, and source confusion.
We also searched for objects that were detected in the RASS and undetected in pointed observations. Specifically, we looked for RASS sources for which a pointed PSPC observation at the source position was available but no counterpart was found within the appropriate error circle of the source position in either the ROSPSPCCAT or WGACAT catalogs. Due to sources missed by the pointed catalogs, positioning errors, and shadowing of sources by the entrance window supports, only a small percentage of the objects returned by this search were actually highly variable. In order to determine which objects were valid candidates, pointed PSPC images of all of the sources returned by our search were examined. If a bright PSPC source from a pointed observation was clearly present at the RASS source position, we removed the source from the list of candidates. If a dim source was present, the count rates were calculated to search for variability by a factor of ≥ 20. The distinction between undetected sources and sources with low count rates was made using the source (Allan 1995) , in the Asterix package. To determine the upper limits on undetected sources, the 95% encircled-energy radius of the point spread function was calculated. A 3σ upper limit was set by dividing the square root of the number of counts within this radius by 0.95 and then multiplying this number by three. This method, which is used throughout the paper, gives upper limits which are generally consistent with those calculated using PSS in upper limit mode.
Results
Sources Found in the Survey
Outbursts Detected
Our survey has recovered all of the previously known large-amplitude X-ray outbursts that were in a high state during the RASS and has detected one interesting X-ray variable galaxy, SBS 1620 + 545. The properties of the large-amplitude X-ray outbursts detected in our survey can be found in Table 1 . In addition to large-amplitude X-ray outbursts from galaxies and AGN, four previously known cataclysmic variables were detected in our survey (1E 1339.8 + 2837, RE J2316 − 05, UW Pic, and EV UMa). We used SIMBAD to identify these variable sources. We have therefore identified all X-ray sources with variability amplitudes ≥ 20 in our survey sample.
The observed variability amplitudes of the extragalactic outbursts range from ≈ 21 (RX J1420.4 + 5334) to ≈ 392 (WPVS 007). The observed variability amplitudes are lower limits to the true variability amplitudes, as it is possible that the outbursts were not caught at maximum in the RASS or were not at their lowest flux in earlier or later pointed observations. The peak observed 0.2-2.4 keV luminosities of the detected outbursts range from ≈ 5 × 10 41 erg s −1 to ≈ 6 × 10 43 erg s −1 . These values have significant uncertainties due to the steepness of the outburst spectra, all of which are moderately or extremely soft (see §3.2 for further discussion). The spectra of WPVS 007 and NGC 5905 are especially soft, with hardness ratios (HR1; see Table 1 ) of −0.92 and −0.87, respectively, placing them among the softest galaxies detected in the RASS. Because the spectra of most of the outbursts are very soft, their detection is greatly limited by high Galactic column densities. In our survey, the maximum Galactic column density through which a large-amplitude X-ray outburst was detected is 3.8 × 10 20 cm −2 . The median Galactic column density toward these sources is 1.4 × 10 20 cm −2 .
Several of the sources detected show variability during the RASS. The count rate of NGC 5905 increases by a factor of ≈ 3 in four days (Bade et al. 1996) . Likewise, WPVS 007 shows an increase in count rate by a factor of ≈ 2 in two days (Grupe et al. 1995b ). The RASS count rate of RX J1624.9 + 7554 is observed to vary about the mean by a factor of ≈ 2 on the timescale of a day (Grupe et al. 1999) .
SBS 1620 + 545
Our survey has identified X-ray variability by a factor of ≥ 20 from SBS 1620 + 545; to our knowledge, this variability has not been reported previously. This object has been classified as a Seyfert 2 galaxy (z = 0.0516) by Carrasco et al. (1998) and as a Seyfert 1.9 galaxy by Veron-Cetty & Veron (1998), but it has not been studied further until this survey. The properties of SBS 1620+545 can be found in Table 2 . Figure 1 shows the RASS positional error circle overlaid on a digitized Palomar Observatory Sky Survey (POSS) image of the galaxy. It is clear that the variable RASS source is located in the galaxy SBS 1620 + 545. The spectral shape of the observed X-ray emission, however, differs from those of the largeamplitude X-ray outbursts detected thus far. In contrast to the low hardness ratios of the outbursts detected in our survey, the hardness ratio (HR1) of SBS 1620 + 545 during the RASS was 0.69. The hard spectrum of the observed emission, in combination with the optical classification and relatively low factor of variability, lead us to suspect that the variability of this object may not have been due to the same mechanism at work in the large-amplitude X-ray outbursts that are the focus of this study (see §2.1 for further discussion). Instead, it is likely that the variability is due to changing absorption along the line of sight. We note that, because the X-ray spectrum of SBS 1620 + 545 is softer when the count rate is lower, complex absorption changes (due to, perhaps, a partially covering or ionized absorber) would be needed to explain the observations. It is also possible that SBS 1620 + 545 underwent an intrinsic spectral change. We consequently exclude SBS 1620 + 545 from our log N-log S analyses below, although it is an interesting object needing further study.
Number Counts
We have constructed log N-log S plots of the large-amplitude X-ray outbursts detected in our survey. We consider the cases in which all outbursts from galaxies and AGN are included, in which only inactive galaxies are included, and in which only active galaxies are included (see §3.2.4). These plots can be found in Figure 2 . Due to the steepness of the outburst spectra, the flux measurements in these plots are for the 0.2-2.4 keV range. If the 0.1-2.4 keV range had been used, a large fraction of the absorption-corrected flux would be that from 0.1-0.2 keV. Because absorption prevents us from detecting many photons from 0.1-0.2 keV (i.e., the spectrum from 0.1-0.2 keV has not been well measured), it can be dangerous to extrapolate a steep power law down to 0.1 keV (e.g., see §2.3 of Brandt et al. 1999 ). Significant errors can also arise due to the poor constraints on the true spectral shapes of these outbursting objects. By removing the 0.1-0.2 keV range, we help to reduce the dependence of a source's absorption-corrected flux upon its assumed low-energy spectral shape.
The number counts in Figure 2 have been corrected for the coverage of our survey as discussed below in §3.2.1 - §3.2.3; they consequently represent the number of outbursts expected to have occurred throughout the entire sky during the time period probed by our survey, assuming that intrinsic absorption does not prevent the detection of such outbursts. If intrinsic absorption is significant, our estimate of the true number of outbursts that occur in the Universe will increase (see §4.1 for further discussion).
Selection Effects
It was necessary to correct for two count-rate dependent selection effects: (1) the existence of pointed PSPC data at the position of an outburst with a given count rate, and (2) the probability that the exposure times of these observations are of sufficient length for the quiescent galaxy's count rate or upper limit to be measured to the accuracy needed to verify variability by a factor ≥ 20. Our goal in correcting for these factors was to determine, as a function of absorption-corrected flux, the fraction of outbursts that were detected by our survey, thus allowing the observed number of outbursts at a given flux to be converted to the true number of outbursts at that flux. This correction was applied to the differential number counts.
Pointed PSPC data at a given outburst's position can exist for one of two reasons; either (1) the outburst was followed-up intentionally with the PSPC, or (2) it was observed serendipitously in a pointed PSPC field aimed at a different target. As we show below, X-ray bright galaxies are more likely to have been followed-up intentionally with the PSPC than X-ray faint galaxies. In addition, the probability that the pointed count rate or upper limit of a galaxy caught serendipitously in a PSPC field can be measured to the accuracy needed to verify variability by a factor of ≥ 20 is higher for bright galaxies than for faint galaxies. Consequently, outbursts with high fluxes are more likely to have been discovered than outbursts with low fluxes. The fraction of the sky, F , in which outbursts with a given flux would have been discovered was determined based on these selection effects. Here and hereafter, we consistently neglect the region of the sky from Galactic latitudes of −30
• to
+30
• in our calculations (see §2.1). To carry out the calculation of F , we assume that the outbursting galaxies are distributed isotropically, a valid assumption for extragalactic sources.
The fraction F is the sum of two components. The first, F f , is the fraction of the sky in which a RASS source with a given flux would have been likely to be followed-up intentionally with the PSPC, thus allowing the outburst to be discovered. The second, F s , is the fraction of the sky in which a RASS source would not have been intentionally followed-up, but the outburst would have been located serendipitously in a PSPC field aimed at a different target. We note that these corrections are intended to determine the flux-dependent fraction of the sky in which any large-amplitude X-ray outburst from a galaxy or AGN, not only the five that were found in our survey, would have been detected. Because the corrections are not being made for the specific outbursts detected, but rather to account for those outbursts from galaxies and AGN that were not detected, the median photon index (Γ = 4.0) of the large-amplitude X-ray outbursts in our survey is used below in the calculation of the correction factor.
Probability of Intentional Follow-up
In order to estimate F f , we first quantified the effect that an extragalactic source's RASS flux had on its probability of being followed-up with the PSPC. To do so, we used Version 2.0 of The Hamburg/RASS Catalog of Optical Identifications (Bade et al. 1998 ). This catalog contains optical identifications for 4665 RASSBSC sources in the extragalactic northern sky, and it was published after the PSPC ceased operation. Objects in this catalog were classified using the objective prism and direct plates taken by the Hamburg Quasar Survey (HQS). Although ≈ 20% of the RASSBSC sources in this catalog are listed as either "unidentified" or "empty", the majority of such sources are believed to be extragalactic; we therefore consider all "unidentified" and "empty" sources to be extragalactic. Consequently, the Hamburg/RASS catalog allowed us to identify all extragalactic RASSBSC sources in the region of sky covered by the HQS. By cross-correlating the positions of the extragalactic Hamburg/RASS sources with the central positions of the pointed PSPC observations used in our survey, we were able to determine the percentage of extragalactic RASSBSC sources with a given count rate that were intentionally followed-up with pointed PSPC observations. This function, P (R o ), where R o is the observed RASS count rate, can be found in Figure 3 . Because large-amplitude X-ray outbursts tend to be soft, we also measured P (R o ) for only the extragalactic sources in the Hamburg/RASS catalog with negative hardness ratios (HR1). This function does not differ significantly from that for all extragalactic Hamburg/RASS sources.
To determine F f , we considered N s = 92 approximately equally spaced points on the high Galactic latitude survey sky. At each point, the Portable Interactive Multi-Mission Simulator (PIMMS; Mukai 2000) was used to calculate the expected RASS count rate, R n , of an outburst with a given flux, based on the Galactic column density toward that position. The probability that an outburst with a given flux would have been followed up at one of these points is given by the value of the function P (R n ) at this point, and it is taken to be equivalent to the probability that it would have been followed-up if it were located in the area of the sky, A = A survey /92 nearest this point, where A survey = 20627 deg 2 is the area of the sky outside of the Galactic plane as defined in §2.1. The fraction of the sky sampled by our survey in which the outburst would have been followed-up and subsequently discovered is then given by:
Probability of Serendipitous Detection
To calculate F s at each of the fluxes at which an outbursting galaxy was detected, we first found A(R ℓ ), the area of a given PSPC field in which a limiting on-axis count rate, R ℓ , would have been detected. To do so, a vignetting-corrected limiting count rate was calculated at fifteen off-axis angle intervals of 3 ′ .33. At each off-axis angle interval, we measured the number of background counts within the 95% encircled-energy radius of the appropriate point spread function at that off-axis angle. The 3σ limiting count rate was then calculated as described in §2.2.1. To normalize this function, we then divided the minimum detectable count rate, R ℓ , by the central minimum detectable count rate, R C , converting A(R ℓ ) to A(R ℓ /R C ) (The calculation of R C is discussed below). We found this relationship for several PSPC observations covering a range of ROSAT exposure times. Although this function is slightly different for each PSPC observation, its overall shape and limits are largely consistent between the observations we have used here, once the background level is properly accounted for (recall also that PSPC fields with unusually high backgrounds were removed from the survey in §2.1.) Because of this consistency, we were able to average the results of several PSPC observations to determine an averageĀ(R ℓ /R C ) function. To create an observation-specific functionĀ(R ℓ ) for each PSPC field searched, we scaled the function A(R ℓ /R C ) by the central limiting count rate, R C , of each observation. The equation for the central limiting count rate as a function of exposure time for ROSAT PSPC observations was taken from §10.1 of the ROSAT Mission Description (Appendix F). We made the assumption that a minimum of 10 counts is required to constitute a detection at the center of a PSPC field. The background count rate for each field was taken from either the ROSPSPCAT or WGACAT catalogs; the appropriate corrections were made to convert the background count rates to the 0.2-2.4 keV energy band. The calculation of the central limiting count rate was performed for a signal-to-noise of 3 and an enclosed source count fraction of 0.95.
To calculate the area of a given PSPC field in which the quiescent count rate or upper limit of an outbursting galaxy would have been measurable to the accuracy needed to demonstrate variability by a factor ≥ 20, we measured the value ofĀ(R ℓ ) at R ℓ = R n /20. Recall from §3.2.2 that R n is the expected RASS count rate at a given position for an outburst with a given flux, and therefore R n /20 is the limiting count rate at that position above which large-amplitude variability cannot be demonstrated. The area of a given pointed PSPC field in which an outburst would have been discovered if and only if it were detected serendipitously is given by the area of that field in which the count rate R n /20 would have been measurable,Ā(R n /20), times the probability that the outburst would not have been intentionally followed-up. The value, F s , is then given by scaling this area to the area of the sky probed by the survey, A survey , and summing over all N p = 1617 PSPC fields used in our survey:
The total fraction of the survey sky in which a given large-amplitude X-ray outburst would have been detected, F , is thus given by:
Because the region of the sky from Galactic latitudes of −30
• constitutes half of the area of the sky, the final fraction, F , was divided by 2 to scale the results to the entire sky. The value of F used to correct the differential number count of each outburst detected in our survey is given in Table 1 . While we recognize that correction for these complicated systematic effects is challenging, we believe that the method described above provides the best practical correction.
log N-log S Plots
To construct the corrected log N-log S plots, we first divided each outburst's differential number count, 1, by the fraction of the survey area in which an outburst with that flux would have been discovered, F . We then converted from differential number counts, N(S), to cumulative number counts, N(> S). The error bars on the corrected number counts have been calculated using small number statistics as outlined in Gehrels (1986) , i.e. it was assigned to be the small-number statistical error on 1, divided by F . When converting from differential to cumulative number counts, these errors were added in quadrature. We note that the points in Figure 2 lie roughly on straight lines. The reason for this behavior is that the the correction function, F , as a function of flux, is nearly linear in log-log space. The corrected log N value for each point is determined entirely by this correction function. As such, the error bars on the number counts should not be interpreted as standard statistical errors, but are instead representative of the uncertainty introduced by the correction itself (i.e., as the correction to the differential number counts increases, the error bars on the corrected number counts increase). We believe that this method provides the most reasonable estimation possible of the complicated errors associated with this work.
In Figure 2a , we plot number counts derived using all of the large-amplitude X-ray outbursts that occurred during the RASS. In Figure 2b , we plot only those outbursts that originated from inactive galaxies, for which the stellar tidal disruption outburst scenario is most likely to be applicable. In Figure 2c , we plot those outbursts from active galaxies, for which accretion-disk instabilities may be responsible. We have determined for each of the above cases both the best-fit power laws [N(> S) ∝ S α ] to the data points as well as the best-fit power laws for fixed power-law indices of α = −3/2; a power law index of −3/2 is expected for a sample of uniformly distributed sources in Euclidean space. The fit parameters can be found in Table 3 .
The best-fit α values for the cases in which all outbursts are considered and in which only inactive galaxies are considered are approximately −1. The flatness of this parameter may be due to small-number statistical fluctuations or to the superposition of more than one population. Because of the small number of detected sources and the likely heterogeneity of the sample, it is difficult to rule out any of the number count fits; we consequently consider all cases when placing constraints on the frequency of large-amplitude X-ray outbursts in the local Universe.
Survey Volume
To determine the characteristic outburst flux limit and volume to which our survey is complete, we converted the function A(R ℓ /R C ), the area of a given PSPC field in which a limiting on-axis count rate would have been detected, to its differential form. The resultant function, A diff (R ℓ /R C ), gives the area of a PSPC field with a given limiting on-axis count rate. After scaling this function to each PSPC observation, we summed it over all PSPC fields used in this survey. This summed function gives the area of our survey with a given limiting absorption-corrected count rate and has a peak at 0.031 cts s −1 . We adopt this peak value as the characteristic 0.2-2.4 keV absorption-corrected PSPC count rate to which our survey is complete. Using PIMMS, we have converted this count rate to a 0.2-2.4 keV unabsorbed PSPC flux, 1 × 10 −13 erg cm −2 s −1 . The above conversion was performed using the median spectral index (Γ = 4.0) of the large-amplitude X-ray outbursts in our survey. Because we have defined large-amplitude X-ray outbursts to be sources whose luminosity drops by a minimum factor of 20 between the RASS and pointed PSPC observations, the characteristic absorption-corrected RASS flux to which we are complete is equal to 20 times the characteristic absorption-corrected PSPC flux, or 2 × 10 −12 erg cm −2 s −1 .
The median 0.2-2.4 keV outburst (RASS) luminosity of the outbursts detected in our survey is L outburst = 2.8 × 10 43 erg s −1 . The characteristic distance to which we are complete is therefore ≈ 342 Mpc, corresponding to z ≈ 0.091. Our survey has consequently covered a volume of V survey ≈ 1.68 × 10 8 Mpc 3 . Because large-amplitude X-ray outbursts decay over a period of months to years, the majority of outbursts that flared from the six months preceding the RASS to the end of the six-month RASS, and for which pointed PSPC observations exist, should have been found by our survey. We therefore consider our observed rates to be those for a period of approximately one year. To determine the effect of the X-ray "K-correction" on our completeness, we simulated redshifted spectra with the median properties listed above using XSPEC (Arnaud 1996) . The K-correction causes the observed count rate to drop by ≈ 27% at our completeness limit of z = 0.091; we consequently neglect this effect because it is significantly smaller than the geometric dilution factor.
Discussion and Conclusions
Constraints
To place constraints on the rate of large-amplitude X-ray outbursts in the local Universe, we consider first the case in which all outbursts from galaxies and AGN have been included in the log N-log S fit and for which the power-law index is fixed at α = −3/2. Although it is possible that the outbursts from active and inactive galaxies arise from different mechanisms, these events are still poorly understood, making such a calculation worthwhile. The outburst rates derived from all fits can be found in Table 3 . For the fit described above, ≈ 42 outbursts should have occurred throughout the entire sky down to our characteristic completeness flux of 2×10 −12 erg cm −2 s −1 . We assume a space density, 1.4×10 −2 Mpc −3 , that is the sum of the inactive galaxy space density and the active galaxy space density. The inactive galaxy space density of 1.35×10
−2 Mpc −3 is the sum of a spiral galaxy space density of 1×10 −2 Mpc −3 (e.g., de Jong 1996) and an E+S0 space density of 3.5 × 10 −3 Mpc −3 (e.g., Magorrian & Tremaine 1999) . We assume an active galaxy space density of 5 × 10 −4 Mpc −3 (e.g., Peterson 1997). The outburst rate for all galaxies and AGN is then 1.8 × 10
−5 galaxy −1 yr −1 . If intrinsic absorption is important, this rate will be higher; this effect is discussed in detail below for the case in which only outbursts from inactive galaxies are included in the log N-log S fit.
When only the outbursts from inactive galaxies are considered, we calculate an outburst rate of 9.1×10 −6 galaxy −1 yr −1 . This rate corresponds to a timescale of 1.1×10 5 yrs between outbursts for a given inactive galaxy. Because this rate lies just below the predicted maximum rates for tidal disruption events in inactive galaxies (see §1), this result provides additional support for the hypothesis that large-amplitude X-ray outbursts from inactive galaxies are the result of stellar tidal disruptions by supermassive black holes. In addition, this rate implies that down to 0.02 cts s −1 , the typical count rate of a source is the ROSAT All-Sky Survey Faint Source Catalog (RASSFSC) 9 , ≈ 2000 outbursts from inactive galaxies should have occurred during the RASS. This result is in agreement with the prediction of Sembay & West (1993; see §1) . We note that if intrinsic absorption prevents large-amplitude X-ray outbursts from being discovered, this rate will increase. This effect was investigated in §5 of Sembay & West (1993) ; they estimate that X-ray outbursts could be detected from only ≈ 1/2 of all spiral galaxies. If we assume, from the respective number densities of spiral and E+S0 galaxies, that ≈ 40% of the inactive galaxies sampled by our survey are such roughly edge-on spirals, an outburst would be detectable from only f ≈ 60% of the galaxies in our sample. Consequently, the outburst rate would rise to 1.5 × 10 −5 galaxy −1 yr −1 . Given the uncertainty on f , however, we perform all calculations under the assumption that f is equal to unity.
If we consider only the two active galaxies in our sample for the case in which α = −3/2, we obtain an active galaxy outburst rate of 8.5×10
−4 galaxy −1 yr −1 . This rate is substantially higher than that for inactive galaxies. Because of the theoretical uncertainties associated with the tidal disruption of a star in an active galaxy, predictions of the rate of such events
have not yet been made. Consequently, it is difficult to determine whether the derived outburst rate for active galaxies is consistent with the stellar tidal disruption scenario. The dynamics of a stellar tidal disruption event are expected to differ for a galaxy in which an accretion disk is present. It is thought that interactions between a star and the accretion disk of an active galaxy may allow the star to lose momentum and energy and reach a radius at which tidal disruption could occur (e.g., Syer, Clarke, & Rees 1991; Armitage, Zurek, & Davies 1996) ; the effect that this interaction would have on the rate of disruption is not yet clear. The high apparent rate of outbursts from AGN, however, suggests that at least some of these outbursts may be due to another mechanism, such as accretion-disk instabilities (e.g., Siemiginowska et al. 1996; Burderi et al. 1998) , which could lead to variations in the soft excess.
Predictions for Future Work
In order to place tighter constraints on the outburst rates of both active and inactive galaxies, additional outbursts need to be detected. It would also be useful if the outbursts could be followed-up in order to (1) determine their decay rates, (2) measure their X-ray spectra, and (3) look for associated spectroscopic signatures in other bands. In the future, cross-correlations of ROSAT , XMM-Newton, and Chandra data may provide a means by which to identify further outbursts. Assuming that XMM-Newton operates for ≈ 10 yrs at 70% efficiency, taking observations with a mean length of 40 ks, it will produce ≈ 5500 observations. If ≈ 1000 of these observations overlap and ≈ 30% are in the Galactic plane, XMM-Newton should produce ≈ 3200 distinct extragalactic observations. Of these observations, ≈ 35% should have column densities ≥ 3.8 × 10 20 cm −2 , the highest column density through which an outburst in our survey was detected. Consequently, ≈ 2100 observations will be useful for identifying large-amplitude X-ray outbursts. The EPIC PN camera, which is the XMM-Newton instrument most sensitive to soft X-rays, has a field of view of ≈ 718 arcmin 2 . Approximately 1/2 of this area, ≈ 359 arcmin 2 , is of sufficient sensitivity to detect these outbursting objects in quiescence for a 40 ks exposure. Consequently, XMMNewton will cover ≈ 0.5 % of the extragalactic, low Galactic column density sky. Cross correlation of these data with the RASS catalogs should allow the identification of all RASS outbursts with outburst count rates ≥ 0.02 cts s −1 , the typical count rate of a source in the ROSAT All-Sky Survey Faint Source Catalogue (RASSFSC).
10 A count rate of 0.02 cts s −1
corresponds to an outburst flux of ≈ 9 × 10 −14 erg cm −2 s −1 . Consequently, cross-correlation between RASS and XMM-Newton observations should result in the detection of ≈ 22 RASS outbursts. We have carried out a similar calculation for Chandra and find that, if Chandra were highly sensitive in the 0.2-0.3 keV band, it could identify ≈ 13 RASS outbursts. The back-illuminated and front-illuminated ACIS CCD chips, however, are sensitive down to ≈ 0.3 keV and ≈ 0.5 keV, respectively. Because the flux of a typical large-amplitude X-ray outburst drops by a factor of ≈ 10 when the flux from 0.2-0.3 keV is excluded, it will be significantly more difficult to prove variability by a factor of 20 without sensitivity in this energy range. Consequently, only a handful of RASS outbursts could be expected to be detected through cross-correlations of ROSAT and Chandra data.
Any correlation between all-sky survey and pointed observations, or pointed observations and pointed observations, will be limited by the complicated selection effects discussed in this paper, and perhaps others as well. As such, all-sky monitors, or a new sensitive all-sky survey, would provide the best means by which to detect and study additional outbursts in a uniform manner. Missions such as Lobster-ISS (e.g., Parmar 2001), MAXI (e.g., Mihara et al. 2000) , ROSITA 11 , and Swift (e.g., Gehrels 2000), however, probably do not have the combined spatial resolution and sensitivity to soft X-rays needed to identify additional outbursts of this type (see Grupe 2002) . As such, a new sensitive soft X-ray all-sky survey or all-sky monitor is needed. Based on our fixed-α log N-log S fit for all outbursts from galaxies and AGN, we find that down to a count rate of 0.02 cts s −1 , the typical count rate of a source in the RASSFSC, ≈ 4400 large-amplitude X-ray outbursts should have occurred during the RASS. Although the Galactic column density toward ≈ 65% of these sources is higher than the maximum Galactic column through which one of the outbursts in our sample was detected, ≈ 1540 outbursts should have occurred in regions of sky where the Galactic column density is sufficiently small. In order to detect and study these events, a second all-sky survey sensitive in the 0.1-2.4 keV range is needed. Such a survey should be deep enough to detect sources with fluxes of ≈ 5 × 10 −15 erg cm −2 s −1 , a factor of 20 below the flux of an outburst with a 0.1-2.4 keV RASS count rate of 0.02 cts s −1 . Crosscorrelation of the RASS with a new all-sky survey would remove many of the complicated selection effects considered above and would provide an excellent means to increase greatly the number of known outbursts of this type, allowing tighter constraints to be placed on the rate of these outbursts in the Universe. A sensitive soft X-ray all-sky monitor would provide an excellent means to detect newly outbursting objects and study them as their fluxes decline. Observations of possible tidal disruption events and accretion-disk instabilities in other wavelength bands will also be of use in understanding better these events.
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APPENDIX
A. Flaring X-ray Sources Near the Galactic Plane Although sources in the Galactic plane and sources that varied between pointed observations are not part of our survey (see §2.1), we extended our search for interesting variable sources to these samples. We obtained optical spectra for several variable objects, all of which are stars. Optical spectroscopy of candidate flaring X-ray sources near the Galactic plane was carried out with three different telescopes on separate occasions, as described in Table A -1. Figure A-1 shows images of the four fields observed. In each image we mark the PSPC error circle, and we identify the objects that we observed spectroscopically. In Figure A -2 we show a montage of the spectra of these objects, all of which turned out to be stars. It is noteworthy that in two of the four fields we found late M stars (one a dMe star) within or very near the PSPC error circle, which suggests that these are the flaring objects. In the other two fields the optical objects within or just around the PSPC error circle turned out to be F or G stars, which we regard as unlikely counterparts of the flaring X-ray sources. ′′ radius RASS positional error circle overlaid. Fig. 2. -Corrected log N-log S plots for X-ray outbursts during the RASS. All outbursts from galaxies and AGN are plotted in Figure 2a . In Figure 2b , only the inactive galaxies are plotted. The active galaxies are plotted in Figure 2c . We have separated the active and inactive galaxies because it is possible that a different mechanism is responsible for the large-amplitude X-ray outbursts arising from these two groups of objects.
-25 - Fig. 3 .-Fit to the fraction of extragalactic Hamburg/RASS sources that were followed-up with pointed PSPC observations as a function of their RASS count rate. Fig. A-1. -Images of the fields of four flaring X-ray sources found near the Galactic plane. These images were drawn from the 2nd generation Palomar Digitized Sky Survey red plates. The size of each field is 5 ′ , and the coordinates of the center of the field are given in Table A-1. The X-ray source error circle is drawn as a dotted circle, and the objects observed spectroscopically are identified. The spectra of these objects are shown in Figure A 
